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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN GLASSWARE. 
On the tomb of Beni Hassan there are paintings repre

senting Theban glass blowers working with blowpipes like 
those used at the present day. Thes�paintings are sup
posed to date from the ri;ign of Osortasen 1., about 3 000 
B. C. At Thebes a necklace of glass beads was found bear
ing Lhe name of the Queen of Thothmes III., who reigned 
about 1500 B. C. The Egyptians were skillful in the mani
pulation of glas,o, as many specimens preserved in the Brit
ish Museum attest. Our engraving shows several specimens 
of this ancient ware; some of it is made of party-colored 
glass, while other specimens are plain. 

... j .... 
Why . the Sky appears B lue. 

"Why is the sky blue?" is a question, says a recent num
ber of the Academ.1f, which has often been asked, but never 
satisfactorily answered. Helmholtz offered an explanations 
which depended on the reflection of solar light by the air 
particl es in the atmosphere. These particles being very 
minute would reflect preferably the shortest waves of light, 
namely blue waves, while they would allow 
the longer waves, corresponding to green and 
red light, to pass through them; just as a log 
of wood floating on the surface of still water 
would throw off the tiny wavelets caused by 
a falling drop in its neighborhood, while the 
same log in long ocean swells would be tossed 
to and fro without noticeably impeding the 
progress of the waves. 

Dr. E. L. Nichols (in the Philosophical Ma· 
gazine for December) has propounded another 
view, which has much to recommend it. Ac
cording to Young and Helmholtz's theory of 
color-impression there are in the eye three sets 
of nerve· termini, one set chiefly influenced 
by the red, another by the green, the third 
by the violet rays. The impression of color 
is the resultant of the intensities of these 
three effects. The impression upon these 
nerves is not directly proportional to the in
tensity of the ray, the different nerve·termini 
being subject to different laws. For very 
feeble rays the " violet" nerves are very seu
sitive, while the " green" and" red" nerves 
scarcely act at all. As the light increases in 
intensity the "red" and" green" nerves in
crease in activity, while the" violet" nerves 
become tired and dazzled. For rays of daz
zling brilliancy the " red " nerves are in their 
most sensitive condition. Thus, of the sim
ple colors, as the brightness increases, red 
and green change to yellow, blue becomes 
white. Daylight at ordinary intensities af
fects the three sets of nerve-termini equally; 
the resultant impression is whiteness. Now 
daylight is simply the light of the sun weak
ened by manifold diffuse reflections. The 
direct rays of the sun, as we let them fall 
upon any colorless ohject., appear also a white 
light; but on attempting at noon on a clear 
day to gaze into the sun's face the impression 
is of blinding yellow. It is not that the direct 
rays differ in composition from diffuse day
light, but that the " violet" nerves cannot 
transmit the action of such strong light. 
The moon, with enormously less illumi-
nating power than the sun, seems bright, and is far 
brighter than the open sky. In passing from the inten· 
sity of the moon's rays to those reaching us from a corre· 
sponding bit of the open sky, we may, perhaps, take a step 
as great as that between the brightness of the sun and nioon. 
In general, white light will appear bluer and bluer as its 
intensity diminishes, and this law will apply to the skies; as 
the light they reflect becomes fainter and fainter they will 
increase in blueness, even though the light by the process 
of reflection suffer no change in composition.. 

... ....... 
An Examination at.the InstUutioq, lor Deaf Uutell at 

Passy. 

M. Houdin, the director of the institution, explained the 
method he has been putting in practice for thrrty years, and 
which has for its object to teach mutes to speak and to in· 
struct them by speech. He further stated that the constant 
testimony of facts. as well as the scientific data, show that 
all intelligent deaf mutes endowed with vision, the sense of 
touch, and an intact vocal organ, can speak, read speech on 
the lips of others, and can be taught by speech, and thus 
enter into communication with society. And he also reo 
marked the superior position of the deaf mute who has been 
taught speech, to that of the mute who can only make signs 
which nobody understands. 

A child, six years old, was presented for examination. He 
read fluently, with a clear voice, words which were written 
for him on the blackboard. He also named equally well all 
objects pointed out to him. He could -also read from the 
lips all the words spoken to him, and wrote them on the 
board with a skill and rapidity quite extraordinary for a 
child of his age. He is able thus to read, articulate, and 
write all the words of the French language. He now uses, 
in ordinary phraseology, about 600 words, and, without 
doubt, will master the language and complete his education 
by this method of instruction. 
. Then followed an exhibition of pupils of three to four 
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years of age, who read from the lips of others, spoke, and I Introduction to a Biographical Sketch. 

wrote from oral dictation. Madame Houdin dictated to In the last issue of the Journal of Science, published iu 
them from a book, and they reproduced the te!'t accurately London, is a lengthy and intereRting paper on the life and 
without the least fault of orthography; and then they read character of Han. Henry Cavendish, F.R S., an eccentric 
aloud what they had written. Two of the pupils, young genius who lived, in London from 1731 to 1810. Mr. Caven
ladies, passed through the audience and answered intelli· dish spent his life of eighty yaars in scien-tific investigations, . 
gently and gracefully the questions put to them. leaving a record of his electnc researches which were more 

It was also noticed that in these children the expression complete than had been made by others at the time of his 
of face was lively and happy, which is quite different from death. The writer, before introducin.g the subject of his 
what is usually seen in the deaf who remain dumb. Their biography, pertinently alludes to the advantages scientists of 
speech seemed natural, warm, expressive, and live, and not the present day have over those of the last century from the 
at all mechanical, cold, monotonous, and dead, as is often facility now had for promUlgating discoveries and exchan�,· 
found in deaf mutes who have learned to talk. I ing ideas through the public press . 

M. Houdin explained that this success was due not only If there is one Scriptural admonition, says the biographer, 
to particular care as to the manner of speaking in private. which the scientific workers of the present day fail to obey 
and family life, but also to the precaution taken to make I more rarely than another; it is the one which warns us 
not only one organ speak after being put into mere auto- against the foolishness of hiding our light under a bushel, 
matic motion, but to make the intelligence speak through j instead of setting it on a hill so that it may shine before all 
that organ, which alone can give w/1,rmth, color, and life to men. 
speech. Every discoverer, nowadays, whether great or small, as 

soon as he finds his light-whether it �e a 

six-thousand-candle electric lamp or only a 
halfpenny dip-immediately hastens to place 
it on the top of the tallest hill he can find, so 
that it may shine forth literally urbi et orbi. 
Many lights, it is true, give forth only a feeble 
glimmer; but it is surely better that we 
should be at times overburdened with crude 
observations of possibly valueless facts, than 
that a single particle of truth should be con
cealed, or its pUblication delayed even for a 
day more than is absolutely necessary. 

There never was a period in the world's 
history when scientific observation was so 
universal as in the present year of grace, and 
it never before had such a chance of being 
so thoroughly controlled by pUblication and 
criticism. An important discovery in any 
branch of physical science is now made pub· 
lic with a rapidity that has never before been 
equaled, and the paper. article, or even tele
gram containing its history is publisbed and 
republished, discussed, and criticised in every 
civilized language. The observations de· 
scribed are repeated and tested in half a hun-

_ dred laboratories, and the slightest incorrect· 
!less or misstatement is pounced upon with 
the utmost eagerness, and published with the 
same universality as the original researches 
themselves. The numerous facilities which 
we possess for spreading and sifting scientific 
observations are bearing fruit every day, and 
the scientific press-although its office is to 
collect and dist.ribute facts rather than to cri
ticise them-has become as great a power in 
its own particular sphere as its elder sister, 
the political press, has in the hands of our 
political fellow workers. 

........ 

A Wonderful Surgical Operation. 

The Evening Post, one of the most reliable of 
our city dailies, gives the following account of 
a very remarkable opemtion now proceeding 
at Bellevue Hospital. The patient is a young 

EGYPTIAN GLASSWARE (1500 B. C.) man, twenty-one years old, who lOot his nose 
through what is known as a lupoid ulcer, the 

There was then presented a young man, 16 years old, who I result of a blow from a club, and the operation will result 
had become totally deaf at 11 years of age, and who would in the replacement of that useful organ, or rather the sub
have ended by losing his speech had his education been con- stitution of a part of one of the sufferer's fingers for the 
tinued by signs, but in whom, on the contrary, speech had missing feature. The first step, which was taken some 
continued to improve even after considerable cessation of ' weeks ago, was to remove the nail from the middle finger 
use, which had altered it greatly, and whose education finally of the patient's left hand. Two deep incisions were then 
could be completed by lip reading simply. His own state' made at the base of the nose, and pieces of flesh were brought 
ment was: "All I know is, that M. Houdin has taught me down to cover the opening caused by the destruction of the 
to read from the lips, and that I Bee the words instead of nasal bones and cartilages. Next incisions were made at 
hearing them."-La France Medicale. the upper extremity of the nose to form 'a pocket for the 

••• I • reception of the end of the finger to be transplanted. The 
Court Plaster. next step was to open the finger from the second joint t o the 

Soak isinglass in a little warm water for seventy-four tip and to place the finger in position on the patient's face, 
hours; then evaporate nearly all the water by gentle heat; securing the flaps by silver sutures. 'rhis was done five 
dissolve the residue in a little dilute alcohol, and 'strain the weeks ago, and the surfaces have nnited admirably. The 
whole through a piece of open linen. The strained mass next operation will be the amputation of the finger at the 
should be a stiff jelly when cold. Now stretch a piece of first joint, when the bones of the transplanted phalanges 
silk or sarsenet on a wooden frame, and fix it tight with will serve admirably to replace the nasal bones. A triangu
tacks or pack thread. Melt the jelly, and apply it to the silk lar flap of skin will then be brought down from the fore
thinly and evenly with a badger hair brush. A second coat- head to form a uniform surface for the new nose, and the 
ing must be applied when the first has dried. When both job will be completed. It may be added that at one point 
are dry, apply over the whole surface two or three coatings of the operation the patient's breathing was so obstructed' 
of balsam of Peru. Plaster thus made is very pliable, and by blood running down his throat that it became necessary to 
never breaks. insert a silver tube in his windpipe. 

----- • , • • .. --- -- During the last few weeks the patient has been kept under 
Petroleum in Colorado. the influence of anrnsthetics, and his arm and head have 

The Pueblo Ohieftain says: A visit to the works of the been kept in position by means of plaster of Paris. The 
Pioneer Oil Company, in South Pueblo, disclosed the fact operation was suggested by a similar experiment in Birming
that the company has its drill down something over 760 feet. ham, England; but; it is so much more complicated in its 
The superintendent says that the drill is now over 1,200feet nature that it is practically original. 
below the coat measures, and every indication was as the .. , ••• 
most sanguine of the company expected. He thinks they REMEDY FOR CORNs.-Mr. Gezow, a Russian apothecary, 
will have to go 1,300 feet, or perhaps more, before they recommends the following as a "sure" remedy for corns, 
strike a flowing supply. The company has ample capital, stating that it proves effective within a short time, and with· 
and will go 2,000 feet, if necessary, to strike it. The for- out causing any pain: Salicylic acid, 30 parts; extract of 
mation gone through so far is almost identical with the for- cannabis indica, 5 parts; collodion, 240 parts. To be applied 
mation of the Pennsylvania oil regions. by means of a camel's hair pencil .-Pharm. Zeit, 
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Railroad Construction In 18'19. I 100 feet square, and is ornamented with Corinthian Pilasters. , AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 
The total of the year was 4 ,430 miles, which is the largest I There had been an inclosure all round the tope, forming a Mr. Benjamin Middleton, of Muscatine, Iowa, has patentei 

�iuge 1872, and has been exceeded only four times in the his- courtyard about 500 feet square. Through this the princi- l a device for heating hot·beds, green-houses, and the like. It 
tory of the country-the four years ending with 1872. For. pal gateway entered from the south, in a line with the origi- consists in means:iF forcing heat and moisture to plants 
the eight years that we have made up this record, which in· I nal stairs on the south and north side of the tope. This through an unvarying surface <of porous bricks, tiles, or 
cludes road 011 which track was laid during the year, whether 

I 
approach was evidently an important construction. There other equivalent substances. 

opened for traffic or not, and differs materially from the fig- . was further evidence of what it had been in the remains of Mr. Alexander B. Campbell, Lf Albion, Wis., has patented 
ures in Poor's Manual (which usually include only road open colossal figures, which were brought to light. The size of an improved harrow coupling, which forms a flexible con' 
for business), the miles of new road constructed have been: these may be judged of by the size of the feet, which were nection between the several harrow bars. It consists in a 

Year. Miles. 

I 
Year. Miles. 

1872 ...................... 7,340 1876. .. . .  . .. .  . .  . .  . . . .  .. • •  2,460 
1873. .. . .  . .... . . . ... • . . .... 3,883 1877 ...................... 2,301 
1874 ........... .......... 2,025 1878 ...................... 2,916 
1875 ....... .......... ... 1,561 1879 ..................... 4,430 

Compared with 1878, therefore, last year shows an increase 
of more than 50 per cent. At the close of 1878, according to 
Poor's Manual, the length of railroad in the country was 
81,84.1 miles. Adding the mileage constructed in 1879, we 
have the grand total of 86,263 miles of railroad in the United 
States at the beginning of the current year, when the total 
of all Europe is about 100,000 miles, and of all the rest of 
the world probably not 20,000 miles. The increase in this 
country was at the rate of about 5),f pet' cent, the increase 
of population being doubtless something less than3 per cent 
so that the number of inhabitants per mile of railroad has 
become less during the yeal'. The population of the country 
is now probably about 49,500,000, and this gives 574 persons 
to support 1 mile of railroad, against 585 at the beginning of 
1879. In Europe the average is about 3,333 per mile of road, 
and in Sweden, whel'e the mileage in proportion to popula 
tion is iargest, it is 1,667. We have given these figures be
fore, but we repeat them to emphasize the fact that this is 
peculiarly the railroad country, not simply because it is big, 
but because the !'ame population requires a larger amount of 
railroad here than anywhere else. 

Of the 4,430 miles, 923Xl miles are of narrow gauge (18 
miles 2 feet, 23 miles 3Xl feet, and the rest 3 feet gauge). 
This is a little less than 21 per cent of the wbo1e, Against 
about 30 per cent in 1878.-Railroad Gazette. 

23 inches long, and which were all that remained of the harrow coupling formed of a clevis attached to a harrow bar, 
statue to which they belonged. On digging a tunnel into the upper shank of which clevis is lengthened and terminates 
the center of the tope, the external wall was found to be in an eye, into which a bar hook attached to the forward 
composed of stones and slates, so arranged as to produce a part of the clevis of the following harrow bar pa,sses. 
diaper or checkered pattern-a style of masonry peculiar to Mr. William Pendley, of Ludville, Ga., has patented an 
all the remains of the Buddhist period. In his excavations, improved machine for planting seed, distributing guano, 
Mr. Simpson was fortunate enough to come upon the cell, cultivating cotton and other plants, and for other plowing. 
which was formed of layers of slate, and was a perfect cube It is so constructed that it may be readily adjusted for these 
of 1 6  inches. In this small repository, which constituted various uses. 
the sanctum, in honor of which the monument had been ------4 ... _H.HI_ .. _-----

raised, and to which the ritualistic ceremonie3 of the Bud
dhists were directed, there were found two handfuls of dark 
looking dust, which were probably part of the ashes of some 
noted holy man of the time, deposited after cremation-the 
rule of the Buddhist priesthood. On top of the ashes lay a 
golden relic holder, octagonal in form, about 4 inches long, 
and set on each of its faces with stones. Among the ashes 
were 20 gold coins, 17 of them Bactrian or Indo-Scythian 
and 3 Roman. These coins. which were in splendid con
dition, and the relic holder, were no doubt deposited as 
offerings along with the ashes at the consecration ceremony 
of the shrine. The coins are only a negative evidence to
ward the date of the tope; but from them it is certain that 
the latter is not older than the second century. How much 
later it may be is rather a difficult question as yet to deter
mine. The Roman coins seem to show that Afghanistan 
was the way of commerce from Central Asia into India in I remote times. 

------------.--.�.�I� .. �-----------

The Crops oC 18'19. 
The Agricultural Department has published a comparative 

table on the crops produced in 1878 and 1879, together with 
the prices obtained by the producers, as follows: 

HARVEST. 1878. 

Wheat, bushels . . ... ,........ 420,122,400 
Corn, bushels........... . . . . .. 1,388,218,750 
Oats, bushels........ . • . .  ..... 413,578,560 
Rye, bushels.................... 25,842,790 
Bar ley, bushels.. ...... .... ... 42,245,630 
Buckwheat, bushels.. .......... 12,246,820 
Cottou, bales.............. .... 5,216, 603 
Tobacco, pouuds........ . ... .... 392,546,700 
Hay, tous ... , ............. ".... 39,608,296 
Potatoes, bushels,......... . • . .  124,126,650 

PRICE. 

Whea t . . . ....... .... . . . . . . . . . .  ' . $326,346,424 
Corn ............ ......... , .,... 441,153,435 
Oats,.. .................... .... 101.945,830 
Rye... ........ ................. 13,592,826 
Barley.... ............ .... .... .. 24,483,315 
Buckwheat... .................. 6,454,120 
Cottou.. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... . .. . 193,854,611 
Tobacco.. .... ......... ......... 22,137,427 
Hay. .. . .... .... .. .. .. .. .... ... . . 285,543,752 
Potatoes .. .. ... ................ 73,059,125 

1879. 
448,755,000 

1,544,899,000 
364,253,600 
[23,640,500 
40,184,200 
13,145,650 

5,020.387 
384,059,659 

35,648,000 
181,360,000 

i$499,108,OOO 
580,250,000 
120,855,000 

15,505,000 
23,625.300 

7,860,488 
231,000.000 

21,454,591 
[325,851,280 

78,971,000 

4 •• I .. 
The VIscosimeter. Total. . .  .. . ............. $1,488,570.866 $1,904,480,659 

Recent Expiol'atlons In At'ghanilltan. 
This is the name given to an instrument by means of This increase of some $415,000,000 in a single year is a 

which the viscosity of a sample of beer can be determined. most encouragI'ng result But there has also been a ga'n l' FOI a period of about 40 years it has been known that in- . I I1 
It consistH in its simplest form of a funnel-shaped vessel, the other values besides those of the crops noted above. The t.eresting Buddhist remains. existed in the Jellalabad Va1ley, 1 . f . . d fi '  ower extremIty 0 WhIch IS rawn out to a ne pomt, so I statistician of the department, who is reported to be gather-although little or no attention has been given to their inves· . 1 d '  . fi . A I 

tigation. Mr. William Simpson, having been quartered for 
that the mterna Iameter IS as ne as a capIllary tube. ing material upon which to base a careful estimate of the 
certain quantity of distilled water being placed in the funnel- I total increase in certain other values during the year just some months in the valley, with the force under General Sir d . d . . .  d f . I Samuel Browne, lIas been able to visit most of the remains 
shape r�servoll', a eter.mmatI?n IS �a e 0 the q�antIty closed, to include the increased price of real estate and min
WhICh wIll run through m a gIven tIme, say five mmutes; ing property, expresses the opinion, based upon material in that region and to make sketches of them. and the results for example, we will assume this to be 21 cubic centimeters; • already gathered, that it will not fall below $1,000,000,000. of his investigations are given by him in a paper published the same quantity of the beer to be tested is then placed in 

in a recent number of the Journal of the SorJiety of Arts. the instrument, and an observation made of the quantity 4 4 • I .. 

These Buddhist remains, says Mr. Simpson, are little more Progress oC Long Range Telephoning. running through in the same time, we will suppose this to 
than mounds. Here and there the crumbling remains of a have been 15 cubic centimeters. The viscosity is i� inverse An important experiment with the telephone was made, 
stupa may be seen, and fragments of walls can be traced in proportion to the quantHy of fluid flowing through the tube January 25, between the Union Pacific Transfur on the east 
the heaps. The immense quantity of these mounds is aston- in a given time; taking the viscosity of water at 1,000, we side of the Missouri River and the American Uillion office at 
ishing; and, as it is known that these Buddhist establish- St. Louis, a distance of 410 miles. The experiment previ· have the following proportion: ments were monasteries, the extent of the remains seems to ously made between Omaha and St. Louis had been unsatis-
indicate in the past a population of ascetics alone far greater 15 , 21 :: 1000 : V. factory. Superintendent Dickey, of the telegraph lines, and 
than the population of the present day. In the Buddhist . '. V = 1400. also head of the Bell telephone system in the West; Manager 
period, the country must have been under a high state of Many precautions have, of course, to be taken; aU de- Rorty, of the Union Pacific Telegraph office, and Manager 
civilization, where wealth abounded and art was cultivated. terminations must be made at the same temperature, and, if France, of the Omaha Telephone Exchange, conducted the 
The vestiges of art still remaining show that the religious possible, at the same barometric pressure; any excess of car- experiment at this end of the wire, and Mr. Benedict, of the 
structUl'es of the time were large and important. A style of bonic acid gas should be previously removed from the beer, � American Union, and Mr. Durant, of the St. Louis Telephone 
architecture was followed in which sculpture was largely by shaking a portion of it in a bottle until no more gas is Exchange, conducted the experiment for St. Louis. Two 
practiced, and in which the effect was heightened by the. given off; if the beer is at all thick it must be filtered, other- I jars, Callaud battery, were used at the Omaha end and five 
use of color and gold. The structures connected with the I wise some .of the suspended particles.ma! mechanical�y cl?se jars in St. Louis. But two or three interruptions of a few 
pmctiee of the Buddhist faith were" viharas," or monaRter- i up the �apIllary tube. The determmatIOn of the VISCOSIty seconds each occurred, and these were clearly due to the 
ies, places in which each monk had his cell, and with build- ; of beer IS of value for many purpo�es, for any great excess "swinging" of the wires in the strong wind which was 
ings for worship. One prominent form of the ritual was' is an unfavorable sig� . . Any tendency toward "ropiness" 

I blowing. 
connected with structures which are now known as "topes" can be detected by tIllS lllstrument. It would also probably I An ordinary conversation was carried on with the utmost 
or stupas. "Dagoba" and "chaitya" are also terms used be of considerable value to the practical brewer for testing ease, the most noticeable fact being that, while the enuncia
to designate the same kind of structure. his worts, with the view of determining the dextrine ratio. tion of the words was perfectly clear, they came invariably 

The Afghanistan tope, unlike those of Sanchi, Bharut, A dextrinous wort will run through much slower than a with, the regular vibration of a musical note. The wires over 
and Amaravati, have a square base. It is ornamented with saccharine wort, and we think some very useful results might the greater part of the distance were quiet and not in use, 
a cornice and pilaster; large and imposing stairs are made be obtained by the aid of this instrument. Its construction is but at the St. Louis end there was a heavy induction. 
to ascend to the platform formed by it above, on which the very simple, and anyone with but a slight experience in Mr. W. H. Preece, in a recent lecture in London on sound, 
circular part of the tope stood. Among the topes in the chemical manipulation may make one for himself. speaking of long distance talking by aid of the telephone, 
Jellalabad Valley which are not quite redueed to the con- 4 •• � • said that Prof. Bell and himself had carried on conversation 
dition of mounds, the Greek influence is very distinctly Speakin� Dictionary. through an instrument having a resistance that represented 
marked in the architecture. The capitals are all Corinthian; M. Lambrigot has invented a modification of Edison's 1 10,000 miles of wire; in fact it was really a telegraph 10,000 
and the more ornamental structures have a series of Corin· phonographic matrices, by substituting stearine for the tin miles long. He said there was no doubt whatever that 
thIan pilasters, with base mOUldings and friezes. foil , and electrotyping the impressed surface. It has been, if, like Jules Verne's hero, we could go to the moon and string 

Regarding the monasteries little can be said, for scarce a suggested. that these electrotypes, which can be made very a wire along that distance, there would not be the slightest 
vestige of them now remains. All throughout Afghanistan cheaply, may render great service in the study of foreign difficulty in maintaining telephonic communication with the 
there. is an immense number of caves. At Bamian, about a languages, for they preserve indefinitely and repeat as often earth. 
hundred miles north of Cabul, there is what may be called as may be desired words that are the most difficult to pro 44 .... 

a city of caverns. At Hada, and at almost all the groups of nounce correctly. A true speaking dictionary might thus 
topes, there are numerous caves associated with them. be made, an undertaking which the wildest fancy would not 
Nearly all of these, as a rule, are about the same size. They have dreamed of a few years ago.-Nature. 

. are merely arched recesses in the rock, about 12 feet high, 4 , ••.. 

of the same width, and about 20 feet long. That they were The Brussels Exhibition. 

decorated with color is shown by the traces still visible in the In a letter to the Secretary of State, Mr. Goodloe, Minister 
decorations in a small group at Hada. Enough is left also at Brussels, calls attention to the Industrial, Agricultural, 
to distinguish panels, in . rows, with heads of Buddha or and Horticultural Exhibition to be held in Brussels this 
Buddhist saints with the nimbus. At Darunta there is a year, from June 15 to October 15. No foreign exhibitors 
very large and remarkable group of caves. The rock above will be invited or allowed to participate, but there will be 
had monasteries and topes of an extensive character upon it. an excellent opportunity for foreigners to critically inspect 
The most interesting of these caves are in a perpendicular Belgian products, and it is suggested that enterprising 
cliff overhanging the Cabul river. I Americans who have some of their wares o� hand ca� show 

Mr. Simpson concludes his paper with a short account of : them to a great assembly gathered from every sectIOn of 
the excavations made by him at the Anin Posh tope, near' Europe. They will not be allowed to show goods in the �x. 
Jellalabad. Of this structure nothing is left but the lower, hibition Building, fol' the Exhibition will be strictly a na· 
part of the square base; and there is only a small portion reo i tional one-a feature of the celebrabion of th9 fiftieth anni
maining of the first course of masonry of the circular part' vel'sary of the existence of Belgium as an independent 
of the tope, and which is 80 feet in diameter. The base is I nation. 
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Aluminum Telegraph Wire •• 

German telegraphic engineers have lately been experi
menting with aluminum as a material for telegraph wires. 
This metal can easily be drawn out to a very much finer 
gauge than is possible with iron, and its conductibility is 
twice as great as that of iron wire. Its excessive cost has 
hitherto prevented its use for the purpose indicated, but it 
is found that an alloy of aluminum and iron can easily be 
made, which will produce a wire both finer and stronger, 
and less susceptible to atmospheric changes than iron wire, 
while it is much su perior as a conducting medium. 

ATTENTION is called 'to the advertisement in another col· 
umn of valuable manufacturing sites for sale and to let by 
the Dundee Water Power and Land Company, of Passaic. 
N. J. The water power is said to be ample and permanent. 
The place is at the head of navigation on the Passaic river; 
this, together with its proximity to Paterson, Newark, and 
New YOl'k city, renders it partiC'Ularly desirable. 
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